
To Do’s:
� Follow up on new leads

� Order materials for  
   upcoming project

� Drop off paperwork with 
   legal department

� Get licensing updated 

Should  Do’s:
� Research new product line

� Update website

� Register for training

� Administrate Social Media

Mundane t�ks:
� Organize files 

� Research new copier

� Register for new training

� Timesheets

� Make a “Should-Do” list

Ugh... do I have to?:
� Cut loose poor  
    performing personnel

� Create budgets

� Make changes for 
productivity/profitability

� Downsize office space
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It’s not that we’re accusing you of procrastination. We would never do so.

But �t’s �� say, hypothe�cay, of course, 
that you had two kinds of “to-do” li�s.
One contains the must-dos; the everyday tasks; the stuff with some 
urgency and direct relevance to the operation of your business.

This is the highly visible stuff; the stuff that — if you don’t do it — you’ll 
experience immediate backlash on some level, even if it’s minor. Perhaps it’s 
meetings or reviewing forecasts or following up on that HR complaint.

Then there’s that other list. It’s the list of “should dos”.

It’s the “When I have time…” list.

This list falls into three categories.

First is the dream stuff. This is the stuff you’d love to do but simply don’t have 
time. Maybe it’s developing a go-to-market strategy for that great new idea you 
have.

Maybe it’s finally time your company started a blog or revamped your website.

The second category is comprised of mundane tasks with dubious gratification:

Getting bids to replace that jam-happy copier; actually cleaning and sorting the 
contents of your desk drawers/file cabinet/junk pile.

The third category is the downright unpleasant tasks. Perhaps it’s finally letting 
go that well-meaning but woefully incompetent employee. Maybe it’s finally 
admitting that your lease is too expensive or that product/service just isn’t what 
it used to be and you need to face a major overhaul.

D�ling with the April Sh�ers.
Last month we talked about Spring Cleaning. This month it’s all about trudging 
through the April Showers.

If you don’t have an actual, tangible should do list, start by 
making one.

Then, start knocking things off the list.

Yes, it is that simple. The buck stops with you, and the list isn’t going to take care 
of itself. If your list is full of extended tasks like potential new strategies — or 
cleaning and sorting — devote ten minutes per day.

If it’s big stuff, set a target date. Take partners as necessary. You don’t have to do 
this alone; in fact, partners can give advice, share the load, and hold you 
accountable.

Sure, this may require an up-front investment of time, emotion, and resources, 
but it’s all about long-term results. Just think about how more efficient you will 
be after spring cleaning AND addressing the stuff you’ve been putting off.

You deserve the May flowers. 
Let us know if we can help you get there.

3208 West Lake Street, #10, Minneapolis, MN  55416.

For more information, contact us at 612-816-6007 
or visit owlbookkeepingandcfo.com

OWL BELIEVES TWO THINGS ABOUT SMALL BUSINESS MONEY: > It should be stable and secure.  > There should be more of it.

DEAL WITH THE 
APRIL SHOWERS


